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Orange team defeats White
team in Clawson s first showing

N'

The sixth annual
Sebo Series in

I By Jason Jones

Enirepreneurship was

^Rssistant Sports Editi

held this past weekend
in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom | Page 3

Men and
women are
equivalent'
Faculty columnist
Phil Schurrer believes
that when it comes
down to the topic
of equality of men
and women, women
deserve respect.
period | Page 4

A bad idea
with the best
intentions
Columnist Justin Playl
believes that while
rallying for the Invisible
Children in Uganda is
good, there are also a
few complications
| Page 4

With hands
glued to the ball
Wide receiver
Ray Hutson has
been having off-and-on
performances during
spring camp, but
during Saturday's

BGSU football fans were tret
their first public showing ol
Coach Dave Clawson's I'alcor
Saturday.
In the team's annual spring
rte the Falcon offense outscored
defense 66-47.
"It was good. It was compctitive," Clawson said. "The thing I
like about our football team right
now is that I don't think one side
overwhelms the other."
Clawson was right on this day
as both the offense and defense
showed moments of strength and
weakness.
"The offense made plays; the
defense made plays. That's what
we're here to do," redshirt sophomore receiver Ray 1 lutson said.
The BGSU defense started off
the game looking strong, holding the offense to live consecutive
three-and-outs to open things up.
"We had a slow start, obviously,
but we got things going and got
some good work in," senior starting
quarterback Tyler Sheehan said.
Indeed the offense did eventual
ly get things going, but for much of
the game it was the second string
offense, led by senioi i|uai
Andrew Beam, who/ caitied the
Orange i
Beam Ptjjshed the game 10-ofII! fur 161) yards. He also added
a 38-yarri touchdown pass to
I lutson.
Iniru sung quarterback Aaron
Pankratz, a redshirt freshman, gave
fans a possible glimpse into the
future by putting up some decent
numbers of his own. Though
Pankratz only managed to complele three passes out of eight

ETHAN MAQOC

Ypts, he did throw two touch
down passes, one to I lutson and
another, a 52-yard throw, to Chris
Slieidt.
1 lutson had the most impressive
day of any receiver as he hauled In
two touchdowns and piled up 65
yards through the air, the most of
any receiver.
"Everybody out here is compel
ing hopefully the second team i.in
push that first team, make them
better," I lutson said.
Andrew lohnson led the l-alcon
defense with five solo tackles,
including two sacks and three tackles behind the line of scrimmage,
Special teams even offend tinfans some excitement when new
kicker deny Phillips attempted a
field goal of over 50 yards, just missing it. Phillips also looked good on
kickoffs and extra points, finishing

the game free of any blunders.
The game wasn't without its
share of disappointing moments
though.
Starting running back Willie
Geter turned in a mediocre showing, gain only 21 yards on 11 carries. Geter's lack I if production was
magnified by the play of second
ai id third string backs Chi is Bullock
and Ste\ e I 'in ilop, who had BK and
106 yards. respectively.
"I think we progressed a lot over
the spring, with the system and
everything we've been doing."
Bullock said
Freddie Barnes, who had ueen
named a captain for the upcoming
fall season prior to the game, also
had liis share of bad moments.
See FOOTBALL Page 2
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Spring Game, it was
definitely an on
performance | Page 6

usical theater students to put on last show
By Michelle Bosserman
Reporter

17th Annual Art Walk showcases
regional, student artists downtown
By Jesper Bckkers

ronight will be the last chance to
catch a performance by the N In IS
— the musical theater students.
thai is.
Mills, a group comprised of
musical theater students and community members, performs its
last cab.net of the year tonight.
President Ali Schmidt started the
group lliis year to bring musical
theater enthusiasts together and to
form more of a community with
each oilier. Although the group is
not a campus organization yet. she

we try to go get

CM IMAMCGMUS
STEPSISTERS:
song "Step Sislo-

See HUTS | Page 2
What are you
doing to keep cool
in the hot weather?

:ei s (back) per'
irGnderella" for thi-Oboret thai is taking place

tonight at the Wooster Street Centc '

An artful 'groundbuilding'
By Kyle Reynolds
Senior Rep

Collaboration was the theme at
the "groundbuilding" for the Wolfe
Center loi the \ns on Saturday.
Collaboration
between
the
University president and her predecessor, between a Norwegianand a Toledo based architecture
firm and the hope that students
in theater and film, musical arts
and the fine arts will collaborate in
their works,
The facility, which is expected
in he completed by Fall 2011 with
construction expected to start ibis
fall, will be located at former home
Of the Saddlemire Student Sen ices
Building between the I Ine Vrts

KAITLIN MOREY

Senior. Political Science

1

"Scouting out
air conditioning."
| Page 4
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TODAY
Partly Cloudy/Windy
High: 84. Low: 62

,<

( I'lilei and the Moore Musical Arts

\

ENOCH WU

TOMORROW
Rain/Thunder
High: 64. Low: 43

'MfBGNfWS

DRUMMING: A la ko drummer performs

Center,
The facility will be the new home
of the Department of Theater and

with a dancer from the Department of
Theater

I he 17th Vmiii.il Ait Walk
Was held last Saluida\
people downtown
between noon and ."> p.m.
in
downtown
Howling and let those people
Green and was organized by
Downtown Howling Green.
think, enjoy and
According to the Web
site ol Downtown Bowling
perform art,"
Green, the organization
tries to improve the local
cconoim with Improvement
projects and proinonon.il Dow ntim II ] hej worejumpactivities. including the \n suits u uli paint splashes. \i
Walk.
the beginning their move"With this event, we try ments looked like old Creek
In go get people dow nlon n sporting statues imitating
and lei those people Hunk swimmers, discus throwenjoy and perform art," said ers ami athletes. During
the show, their movements
Barbara Ruland, the exei u
live director of Downtow n changed to monkeys in a
Bowling Green, ' I he artists (age. and at the end, they
are kids to professors, and moved as people in zero
amateurs to professionals.
gravit)
Ruland also said the Art
Greti hen Werj was M Ith
her tiiil Scout group doing
Walk sei ves in raise aware
a scavenger hunt. The girls
ness. College students fre
quently say there is nothing found the performing danclodo in the city besides bai s ers reallj cool, and they also
With this activity, the orga
went to a glass blower.
nization can show there's
he Reel Productions was
more to do. Ruland said.
also involved with the Art
During the walk, art- Walk. Ibis student organiists from all ovei the zation, which stalled this
region show their work. year, makes mo\ ies. (in the
I'his year, students from BG Reel Production's Web
the University were also site, students can watch
invoked I he Peiforming all of the short movies the
Dancers from the School ol group has made, including
Human Movement, Sport, "The Black Hose." which
is about -is men who seek
and 1 eisure Studies pel
formed short movement their fortune in a game of
pieces, according to an An Russian roulette.
Walk liver.
We make \ ideos the stuThe group, comprised of dents wanl to make, said
seven female dancers and Steven diunwcll. the vice
one male dancer, nun eel
president of the group," ["he
in slow molion in the two Art Walk gives our group
windows of Shirts, Signs the opportunity to show the
S;
Design/Underground community what we do."
■

plans to make it one.
"I had the idea to start IMuTS]
[WOyears ago. Schmidt said. "It's a

"With this event,

See WOLFE | Page 2

NATION
BRIEF
Wood County resident
may have swine flu
The Wood County Health Department
announced it is working with the Ohio
Depaitrnent of Health and Center for
Disease Control to determine if a Wood
-idem has the swine flu.
This is the only suspected case
the Health Department is aware of in
Wood County, according to the press

More information is being
morning by the Health
Department Check wwwbgviewi
for local updates, and for more on the
swine flu globally, see page 5
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY. APRIL
23
835 P.M.
Cheryl Fisher. 39. of Bowling Green,
was cited for operating a vehicle
under the influence.

FRIDAY, APRIL 24
12:09 A.M.
Robert Chalmers. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
consumption after he was observed
linn llmg in public and admitted to
consuming a few alcoholic beverages
12:17 A.M.
fat vis Fentress. 22. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for obstructing
official business and disorderly conduct after he was observed charging
3nd swinging at another subject
while they were leaving Tubby's
Tavern.
1:12 A.M.
Sean Hayward. 21. of Wiclcliffe.
Ohio, was arrested for drug abuse.
possession of drug paraphernalia
and disorderly conduct after he
was observed urinating m public.
When officers approached. Hayward
threw a camera case under a nearby
car that contained a baggy with a
nonprescribed Xanax pill and two
other baggies containing suspected
marijuana
1:21A.M.
Troy Field. 21. of Bowling Green, was
cited for operating a vehicle under
the influence.
1:42 A.M.
Meredith Arps. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for prohibited acts
and underage drinking after providing staff at Uptown/Downtown Bar
with someone else's identification
and admitting to officers that she
had consumed several alcoholic
beverages.
2:01 A.M.
Michael Dalessandro. 19. of North
Royalton. Ohio, was arrested for
underage drinking after he was
observed walking in the grass along
East Wooster Street sticking his
thumb out at passing cars in an
attempt to hitchhike while intoxi-

2:50 A.M.
Michael Hay. 22. of Bowling Green.
was cited for disorderly conduct
after he was observed urinating on
the pavement between two,parked
cars on South Enterprise Street.
2:56 P.M.
Elena Horvath. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal damaging after keying X's into the trunk
and the hood of a complainant's
vehicle, causing $300 in damages.

5:35 P.M.
Penny Lowe. 44, of Weston. Ohio.
was arrested for selling alcohol to
underage persons after belling a
can of Joose Malt Beverage to a
Bowling Green Police informant
who is under 21.
6:31 P.M.
Nicole Davis. 23. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for selling alcohol to
underage persons after selling a
can of Joose Malt Beverage to a
Bowling Green Police informant
who is under 21.

6=55 P.M.

1:40 A.M.
Brandon Gibson. 20, of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct after getting into an
altercation with a patron at
Uptown/ Downtown Bar.
2:03 A.M.
John Hall. 18. of Sandusky. Ohio.
was cited for disorderly conduct,
obstructing official business
and underage drinking after he
was observed fighting another
subject on East Wooster Street.
When approached by officers, he
refused to speak with them and
pushed them away.
2:05 A.M.
Brian Poulin. 36. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle under the influence.
2:43 A.M.
Complainant reported he was
almost struck by a vehicle at
the intersection of Ridge and
Thurstin. Afterwards, the driver
opened the door and a white
male proceeded to lean out and
throw up before driving away.

David Meekms, 24. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for selling alcohol to underage persons after selling
a 24 ounce can of Budweiser Beer
to a Bowling Green Police informant
who is under 21.

11:35 P.M.
Complainant reported a number
of religious preachers yelling on
North Mam Street were being
too loud, and he could hear them
through his walls.

7:21 P.M.
Rachael Mendieta. 27. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for selling alcohol to underage persons after selling
two cans of beer to an underage
informant supervised by Bowling
Green Police detectives.

11:48 P.M.
Keston Cheatem. 23, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft
after stealing a set of keys that
belonged to a Bowling Green
Police officer.

7:38 P.M.
Azia Whitlow. 19. of Bowling Green.
was arrested for theft after she was
observed by a Wal-Mart employee
taking five pairs of shoes, three Tshirts. five packages of underwear.
two shirts, one pair of shorts and one
pair of jeans

SATURDAY.
APRIL 25
12:49 A.M.
Courtney Sullivan. 19. of Mentor.
Ohio, was cited for prohibited acts
after attempting to use an altered
identification to gain entry to
Uptown/Downtown Bar.

SUNDAY,
APRIL 26
12:29 A.M.
Michael Frantz, 22. of Parma, was
cited for jaywalking after he was
observed walking while intoxicated in East Wooster Street.
12:35 A.M.
Tyler Bridges. 20. of Waterville.
Ohio, and Brian Meyer. 19. of
Bowling Green, were cited for
crossing the railroad tracks while
the emergency lights and gates
activated.

fc

ONLINE: Go to bgvtews.com for the
complete blotter list

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com
''«-,*• f7c>r%

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good locations]
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
.119 K. Wooster Street Hemline (Irecn. OH

Located Across From Taco Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Mondat lo r rida> X:30- lo S-.30 • Saturdat - X:.<0 lo 5:00

H ww.johnnew louTi'alestute.com

FOOTBALL

MUTS
From Page 1

From Page 1

lot of fun to just get together
and vibe from everyone's creative energy."
The group tries to perform
once a month and the amount
of members in the group varies depending on each show,
with each show averaging 25
to 30 performers. The last cabaret's theme is "Show-stoppers" because it's big number
power songs from musicals
one after another, Schmidt
said. The cabaret will include
songs from different musicals
such as "Wicked," "Spring
Awakening" and "Avenue Q."
"All of the seniors are doing
a parody from 'Avenue Q."" she
said. "We changed it around a

Barnes dropped two passes, including one deep ball from Sheehan
thai likely would have resulted in a

touchdown.
All in all. Barnes still had (he
most receptions of any player with
five, and the third most receiving
yards with 58.
The scoring of the game went
back and fonh ;ill afternoon, providing the fans with an entertaining competition.
"We're here to work, and I think
we put on a good show for (he
fans," Sheehan said.
In fad they did, now all BGSU
fans can do is hope to see more of
the same when the (earn opens up
the season against Troy on Sept. 3
at Doyt Perry Stadium.

WOLFE
From Page 1

Film and will feature a main theater, a black lx>x stage, classrooms,
editing bays and a choral rehearsal room.
Simon Morgan-Russell, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
acknowledged the history of collaboration between (he College
of Musical Arts, College of Art and
the Department of Theatre and
Film.
"When the Wolfe Center is
completed, for the first time
those collaborations will take
place under the same roof creating a much richer, energetic and
creative learning environment,"
Morgan-Russell said. "And the
center will reach far beyond
Students majoring in (heater,
film, ar( or music. I (hink you
will agree (hal an understanding and appreciation for the arts
can benefit all students."
The ceremony featured performances from all aspects of
die University's art community,
including an assembling of a
ceramic model of the facility by
ceramics' students, a wind symphony, a laiko drum line, a (healer performance with life-size
human plaster casts and dancing.
Senior Greg Harrison, an art
education major, helped assemble
the ceramic model, which he said
represented the collaboration of
the arts.
"To me it symbolized the different arts communities coming together to build the center,"
Harrison said.
Former University President

Sidney Ribeau and his wife Paula
Whelsel-Ribeau returned to the
University for the ceremony,
which he described as a "gratifying experience."
Ribeau thanked (he namesakes for the facility, Fritz and
Mary Wolfe, and the namesakes
for the main theater, Thomas and
Kathleen Donnell, for their donations to the facility.
"This gift is the realization of a
dream for many, many years at
Bowling Green State University,"
Ribeau said. "The arts have
worked together to try (o accomplish (he dream, but you need
space and a place and facilities to
give form and definition for your
dreams."
Ribeau was acknowledged for
his fund raising for the center with
the Building Dreams Campaign,
and it was announced that the
plaza outside the center would be
named in his honor.
During the time Mary Wolfe
has spent al (he University as a
Student and teacher, she saw how
important the arts were to the
school, which prompted her and
her husband's donation to the
facility.
"The reputation that the arts at
Bowling Green have are known
all over the country and more,
perhaps," she said. "So I am really
so thrilled to be involved at all
in a project that would increase
the meaning of the arts here at
Bowling Green."
The facility is being designed
and completed by Norwegian
architecture Firm Snohetla wi(h
Collaboralive Inc. of Toledo serving as associate architect for the
project.

«MWll
new
Michelin
Tires

i$

bit so it would fit us."
Senior lessica Dillon plans
to attend the group's last performance of the year.
"1 am one of those people
whodancesand sings asmuch
as possible in a given day,"
Dillon said. "Had I known
about this group beforehand
I probably would be in it!"
"Show-stoppers"
will
be from 8 to 10 p.m. at the
Wooster Street Center, located
MI 1124 E, Wooster St. across
from Rodgcrs Quadrangle.
For more information on the
performance or MuTS, check
out the Facebook group
"MuTS."
"The songs are pretty, and
it's exciting watching the performers to see what they're
going to do," Schmidt said.
"It's fun for all ages."

"... the Center will reach
far beyond students
majoring in theater,
film, art or music"
Simon Morgan-Russell | Dean

Snohetta's projects include the
Oslo Opera House in Norway,
Alexandria Library in Egypt,
the King Abdulaziz Center for
Knowledge and Culture in Saudi
Arabia and the upcoming Sept. 11
Memorial and Museum in New
York City.
The Wolfe Center can help the
growth of culture at the University
and also serve as a bridge to other
communities and cultures at a
national and international level,
said Craig Dykers, founding
member of Snohetta.
The history of the arts at the
University was a pleasant surprise
to Dykers.
"Not only did we find a very
rich and provocative program for
the arts, but a community and a
University that was thriving in a
way that was really very surprising to us and we could see it grown ig a ml we hope this building will
be a part of this growth," Dykers
said.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-572-6966
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NOW LEASING FOR 2009
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
COLUMBIA
COURTS APTS
903 - 935 Thurstin

www.meccabg.com
Log on today to view:
Our 2009-10 listing
Pictures
Map ot locations
Paperwork

•407 Conneaut

1]

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
> Starling at ••?" $790*"
+ utilities "-^""onlh
• On-site laundry^
■ Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
i Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
• Free Wireless Internet

HEINZ APTS
424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
' Furnished

MERCER MANOR
323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.

• Starting at «S~ $900°°
+ utilities
•27^rn">nth

• 3 bedroom/ 2 fullbaths
• Starting at
x1^^-,
+ utilities
<j^"nonuS
• On-site laundry"V\/~J^

• On-site laundry

• Air Conditioning

■ Air Conditioning

• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
• Plenty of parking
•Free Wireless Internet

• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking
• Free Internet Access

www.g reenbriarrentals.com
Hours
Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 10am - 3pm

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

^T>>
^SSSkh
SHw
GBEINBHIAH, INC.

445 E Woosler SI
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419-352-0717
www greenbriarrentals com

I • Three Bedroom House
1 • W/D Hook Up
f • Across from City Park
• Quiet Living

K
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Travelocity founder speaks
about technology in business

GET A LIFE
. .

Some ewh lalen from wttbgyj «lii

Exhibit #12:
Joe Meiser Exhibit
Union Gallery Space

ByJohnBlHsi
Reports*

Audience members learned a
more personaldeflnition of technology during the sixth annual
SeboSeriesinEntrepreneurship,
held this past Friday in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
"Technologyiswhateverdidn't
exist when you were born," keynote speaker Terry lones said.
lones is the founder of
Travelocity.com and is considered a major web pioneer in
the travel business. He came
to the University representing
the company that was a catalyst for change when it became
the first Web site to offer online
flight booking. According to his
speech, over 50 percent of all
national flights were booked
online in 2008.'
The Sebo Series, which
was presented by the College
of Business Administration's
Dallas-Hamilton Center for
Entrepreneurial Leadership,
was a daylong event t hat brought
together morethan 400 business
leaders, students, and educators
to the University to learn from
those who have already been
successful as entrepreneurs.
This year's theme was "Creating
Your Market in a Changing
World," which prompted lones
to focus on the technological
side of business.
"This new generation was
born at the keyboard, so your
business model needs to be
compatible with today's latest

"This new generation was born at
the keyboard, so your business model
needs to be compatible with today's
latest marketing techniques."
Terry Jones | Keynote speaker

marketing techniques," lones
said. "I've got something that
you can't Google' better be your
business slogan if you want to
move up in the world."
Earlier in the day, attendants
heard from Blake Mycoskic, a
young entrepreneur who had
already started five successful
businesses before he turned 30
years old.
While vacationing in 200R,
Mycoskie befriended Argentine
children who had no shoes.
He soon created TOMS: Shoes
for a Better Tomorrow to help
out. Pot every pair purchased,
TOMS donates a pair to children in need. In bis role as chief
shoe-giver, Mycoskie returned
to Argentina that same year to
hand-deliver over 10,000 pairs
of shoes.
"When you are doing something good, people want to help
you," Mycoskie said about his
unique business model. "We
don tdoany advertising, it's really all just through media, viral
videos, blogs and Fact-booking.
|TOMS| is right on plan and
we're going to give away 300,000
shoes in 2009."
The Sebo Series featured

II p.m
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
Olscamp 204

lane crashes in Poe Ditch

breakout sessions with local
business leaders throughout
the day and culminated with a
Golden Globes-style luncheon
prior to lones' speech, Former
keynote speakers include Paul
Orfalea. the founder of Kinko'S
and Alan Webber, co-founder
Of East Company magazine.
I. Robert Sebo was the main
sponsor of the event and also
provided advice on how to
achieve success in the business
world.
"There are three types of
people in this world: those that
make things happen, those that
watch things happen, and those
that wonder what the hell happened," Sebo said.
According to the University
Web site, over (>00 students at
the University enroll in entrepreneurship courses each
year and the Sebo Series is an
increasingly beneficial event for
those who are trying to learn
about what it takes to climb up
the business ladder.
"Entrepreneurship is contagious," Sebo said. "Each year
we think it's topped out. but it
seems to get a little better each
year."

Tie Dye Thorn
North steps of the Education Building

FLASHBACK: A ptioto from The BG News archives showing the single engine plane that
crashed as it attempted to land at the Wood County "Aiipor. leaving four people injured

Beyond BG

■ In 1975, four people were injured after their single engine plane
crashed into Poe Ditch.
■ In 1987. three men were arrested for conspiracy to commit the
murder of a Bowling Green police officer The men attempted
to hire a hit man who was actually an FBI agent.
■ In 2007, campus police used pepper spray to obtain control of a
fight that broke out at Spring Fest in the Union.

Union 202 - Lenhart Grand
Ballroom

Monday Night Trivia
Black Swamp Pub

JUST SKATING BY...

CHRIStlNAMCGINNIS
QUITE THE SPECTACLE: Members of the Bowling Green Ice Club performed in an ice show this weekend, the theme of which was
"Around the Woi Id

Quick Reference
Web Page Available
Class Registration

"SENIOR
cCELEBRATION

Advising Information
Financial Aid Information
Bursar Billings
Grade Submission

these are all processes that are seeing chonges os a result
of the BG@100 project to implement Campus Solutions (CSS)
as the university's new student administration system

to quickly see how ihis project will impact you
as a Sludenl/Focully/Stalf membet
http://www.bgsu.edu/offKes/cio/campussolutions.html

COMMONS

Beyond BG tonight! Monday, April 27 | 8-10 p.m. | BTSU Ballroom
BGSU students say farewell to the graduating seniors! There will be FREE food,
games, inflatables and gift cards to local stores & restaurants! The Outstanding
Senior award winner and Once a Falcon Always a Falcon scholarship winner will
be announced as well!
Seniors last chance to contribute to the Senior Celebration campaign! Make a gift
now by visiting bgsualumni.com/senior or bring your contribution to Beyond
BG!
Outstanding Seniors top 10: Tracy Benson, Stephanie Brazie, Katrina Caldwell,
Patrick Dehnart, Michelle Federici, Laurel Gans, Lizzie Keller, Amanda Kuharik,
Amanda Lynche & Valerie Schenck
Questions? Email alumni@bgsu.edu

Shorten your time
to graduation!

_„ LOAD
PECIAL

Take a transferrable class this summer at Stark State College,
shorten your time to graduation, and start earning money sooner!
Classes conveniently ottered online, on main campus and
at satellite centers.
Three sessions to lit yoyr needs!
Summer Session I' June I - July 26 (8 weeks}
Summer Session II' June I ■ July 5 /First 5 weeks!
Summer Session ill' July 6 - August 9 (Second 5 weeks)
Only SI 27 per credit hour
Tuition frozen for third straight year

.

Now registering for all summer sessions.
vTsit wvAv.starkstate.etlu/siin ;nier

April 27th - May 3rd @ Commons Marketplace
Mon - Fri • 5pm - 9pm

Attention
Seniors!

Sat - Sun • 1 lam - 9pm

Mil ,30^

Cases of Various Beverages and Grocery Items

6200 Frank Ave. N.W. • North Canton

BGSU

DINING S1RVICES

HEY!!!

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
445 East Wooster St. ■ 3524717
GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.GreenbriarRentals.com
\
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"The center will reach far beyond students majoring in theater, film, art
or music."
- Simon Morgan-Russell, dean of Arts and Sciences, on the Wolfe Center
[see story, pg. 1].
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THE STREET What are you doing to keep cool in the hot weather?
'Sleeping naked."

"Sleeping in front of

"Eating popsicles.

"Running inside and

a fan"

That's the only thing

taking a cold shower."

k

VISIT US AT
B6VIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

you can do."

today's People On The
Street7 Of a suggestion for
ASHLEY JENKINS.
Junior.
Criminal Justice

Males and females equivalent
and should be equally respected
We thus witnessed the rise of
two-earner families. Now, many
couples are in a siniation where
the two-breadwinner family is
no longer an option. The family needs both incomes to keep
up with payments on the bigger house, late-model vehicles,
increased dry-cleaning costs,
college tuition for the kids,
day care and so on. When the
economy shrinks and job losses
occur, relationships suffer.
This is not a brief for women
staying home, being confined
to raising children and being
"barefoot and pregnant." The
fact is women and men are
different (in case you haven't
noticed).
This does not mean they're
unequal. The old measuring
metaphors of "apples to oranges" don't even apply in this case.
Since I don't know any other
phrase to describe it, let's use the
term "equivalency." Women and
men are equivalently human,
not identical.
The fact is there are two ways
to be human: male and female.
Each is equal in terms of rights
and dignity, but each gender
has different roles to play in the
development of civilization.
This is not a replay of that old
canard "biology determines
destiny." It's deeper and more
profound.
Research seems to indicate
the brains of women and men

I met my wife 40 years ago.
We've been married nearly 38
wars. I can honestly say she's
taught me more about the manwoman relationship thing than
I ever learned from my parents,
education or just being submerged in our so-called Western

civilization.
She's from a very traditional
family where women didn't
work outside the home and
we've raised our two sons in
that environment. Having said
that, she's entirely in agreement
with the notion that women
who do similar jobs and have
similar experience as their male
counterparts should be paid
equally. But. more importantly,
she also supports the notion
that a woman should have the
freedom to stay home and raise
children.
Talk about freedom of choice!
When feminism surged in the
60s and '70s. all we heard was
the notion that women who
were "liberated'' (some of us
remember that term) were
almost duty-bound to seek an
education, secure a job outside
the home and compete with
men.

tend to he "wired" differently,
and information tends to be
processed differently. Again,
we're not identical; we're equivalent, and that equivalency gives
us an equal claim to be treated
with dignity and respect.
My daughters-in-law seem to
share the view that a woman
should be given the choice of
pursuing a career with a possible "off ramp" for raising (and
enjoying) children before heading back to the workplace later.
The bottom line: we're all
human, and we show it in different ways. It isn't just a male
vs. female thing. Those organizations, departments, political
action committees and lobbying groups thai purport to promote solidarity within a given
demographic by accentuating
differences may only be getting
half right. Along with our differences, our similarities need to
be emphasized.
People are under enough
pressure with busy lives and
economic problems. We need
to let everyone, male and
female, know they're entitled to
respect.
Raising children is a full-time
job — probably the most important in the world. It deserves an
equal amount of respect.
Respond to Phil at
iheneu lsd"bgnews.cotn

The myth of intelligent life
By Thomas W»cht«l
Indiana Daily Student

Researchers on Tuesday, at
a conference in Hatfield,
England, revealed that they
had discovered a new planet
outside of our home solar system that is less than twice the
size of Earth.
This is interesting because
most of the planets that have
been discovered so far are significantly larger — the size of
lupiter, for instance. Smaller,
less massive planets are more
likely to share a quality other
than size with Earth: life.
This specific new planet
most likely can't support life
because it orbits its sun too
closely, which most likely
would make it too hot for any
kind of ili ira or fauna like what
we know here on Earth. But it
seems like every time scientists
find a new planet, it's closer to
what we assume a life-sustaining planet must be like.
Until about the 1500s. most
people believed the Earth was
fixed at the center of the universe. That view originated

with the Greeks and was based
on logic and observations.
However, as time passed, it
became ingrained within the
Christian church — after all, if
the son of God came to Earth,
it made sense that our world
should have some privileged
position within the universe.
Galileo Galilei, one of the foremost astronomers of all time,
was tried for heresy during the
Inquisition for supporting the
theory that Earth orbits the
sun.
This idea that Earth was the
center of the universe became
ensconced within another
idea — that we, as people, are
somehow special or better
than other life. And that idea
didn't die with the Earth-centered solar system.
Today we still seem to think
this. Whenever some situation
concerning the well-being of
animals comes up, I invariably hear "it's a fish" or "they're
dogs." The implication is that
since the beings in question
can't talk, they don't matter.
To an extent, we're pretty
special. As far as we know,

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

we're the only intelligent life
in the universe. We have language, mathematics, tools and
baseball. And we're the only
ones.
As far as we know.
The more planets like this
we find, and the further our
astronomy progresses, the
more likely it becomes that we
will find a foreign species that
has all of the same things we
do and is maybe even more
advanced than we are. It's possible that the barriers of communication would be such that
the others might not even realize that we're intelligent and
might see our cities and tools
the same way we see anthills.
Human arrogance and selfimportance seem to be at the
core of a lot of our problems as
a species. Wars arc fought for
land that, in the grand scheme
of things, is largely meaningless. We fight over religions and
national identities that, for all
we know, might serve no more
than a basic psychological
importance.
Because we thought of these
things, we think they're important. But we're probably not
that unique, so maybe we
should all just settle down — or
else the Klingons might kill us
all.

CHRIS JASINSKI.
Senior.
IPC

MELANIEBANGE.
Junior,
Early Childhood Education

THERESA HUDAK,
Senior.
HDFS
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KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

Helping to save child soldiers in
Uganda could heighten conflict

last Thursday, a group of idealistic students "abducted" themselves to the Union Oval.
They were participating in
The Rescue, a national movement in which people sleep outside overnight and write letters
to members of Congress in an
attempt to halt the use of child
soldiers in Uganda. While this
movement seems like a harmless attempt to do some good
in the world, it has troubling
implications.
Since 1987, rebel leaderloseph
Kony and his Lord's Resistance
Army (ERA) have waged a war
against Yoweri Museveni, the
president of Uganda. Originally
dedicated to fighting for the
rights of the Acholi people, a
marginalized tribe in Northern
Uganda, the LRA has morphed
into a fanatical religious group
with a penchant for abducting
children and forcing them into
combat. It is this practice that
The Rescue is fighting against.
1 have no problem with the
idea of stopping the use of children as soldiers. In fact, it would
probably be pretty difficult to
find any American who actually approved of child soldiers
(one of the group's founders
remarked that their only problem is apathy, not opposition).
My problems lie strictly with
The Rescue's methods.
At the Union Oval on
Thursday, group leaders were
passing out fliers prompting
people to write to their member of Congress and demand
the U.S. get involved in the
Ugandan conflict. Specifically,
the group was demanding a
"robust effort" to protect civilians in war-torn areas, support

for LRA defectors, a "targeted
apprehension strategy" for
Kony, reconstruction efforts in
devastated communities and
rehabilitation programs for
abducted soldiers.
Although most of these goals
are commendable, two in particular set off warning bells in
my head.
The "robust effort" to protect
civilians and "targeted apprehension strategy" for Kony
would require the U.S. to send
troops into the region. Hidden
under layers of neutral phrasing, The Rescue is really pushing for nothing less than the
intensification of an already
brutal civil war.
Granted, in the past, The
Rescue has used its influence to
jumpstart a peace process, only
to play right into Kony's hands.
The rebel leader used the peace
process to secure a cease-fire
long enough to recover his
army's strength, then attacked
again. Now, The Rescue has
abandoned its hope for peace,
pushing only for more violence.
Of course, some conflicts
can't be solved by peace, and
some people can't be negotiated with. History shows Kony
is one of those people. Still, the
idea of a large group of people
encouraging the government
to send troops into a civil war
makes me uncomfortable — it
borders too much on mob rule
and fanaticism for my taste.
Besides, there is an old saying: "the enemy of my enemy
is my friend." Since The Rescue
has declared loseph Kony to be
their enemy, Yowari Museveni
must be their friend. In fact,
should the U.S. government follow their suggestions and send
troops into Uganda, the military would only be propping up
Museveni's regime. The question is, should the U.S. be supporting a ruler like Museveni?

the president of Uganda since
1986, even though he wasn't
elected until 1996. Since then,
he has been "re-elected" twice,
even though in both cases the
Ugandan Supreme Court ruled
die elections were not fair.
In the latest election, for
example, Museveni had his
main opponent arrested on
trumped-up charges of treason and rape, Furthermore, he
had the constitution changed,
removing term limits: under the
original constitution, Museveni
would have had to leave office
at the end of his second term
in 2006.
And Museveni's human
rights record is far from spotless. According to Amnesty
International, his army displaced some 10,000 people
early in his presidency, summarily executing many of them.
In 1998, he invaded the neighboring Congo, allegedly to halt a
genocide in the region. However,
the Ugandan army only ended
up looting the Congo of its minerals and timber. Museveni has
further destabilized the region
by supported rebel groups in
his neighbor to the North, the
Sudan.
By the way, Museveni also
uses child soldiers in his army.
While these actions pale in
comparison to the brutality
of Museveni's predecessor, Idi
Amin (not really a hard achievement, all things considered),
they still reveal him as a dictator
who does not deserve American
military support.
In theory, saving child soldiers from Kony is a decent idea.
However, in practice, all suggested methods for saving these
children ultimately fail, leading
to the escalation of violence or
the support of totalitarianism.

Yowari Museveni has been

Respond to Justin at
thenetvs@bgnews. com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for more
people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenewsts'bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966, or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall

I*

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

THE BG NEWS
FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

BL0GGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

GINA POTTHOFF. MANAGING EDITOR
KELLY METZ. CAMPUS EDITOR
KRISTENVASAS, CITY EDITOR
JEFF HOUNSHEL, COPY CHIEF
CARRIE CRANE, DESIGN EDITOR
ENOCH WU, PHOTO EDITOR
ANDREW HARNER. SPORTS EDITOR
KYLE SCHMIDUN. FORUM EDITOR
SARAH MOORE, PULSE EDITOR
KYLE REYNOLDS, IN FOCUS EDITOR
SCOnwaRSPEQAiSECIIOr^EDfrOR
CRAIG VANDERKAM, WEB EDITOR

I

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio
sideshows and video add
to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These aie usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, yeai and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line maiked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headtnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Swine flu confirmed in eight New
York City high school students
By Karen Malth«m
The Associated Press

NEW YORK—New York City was
dealing with a growing public
health threat yesterday after tests
confirmed that eight students at a
private Catholic high school had
contracted swine flu. Some of
the school's students had visited
Mexicoonaspringhreaktriptwn
weeks ago.
New York officials previously
had characterized the cases as
probable, but Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention confirmed that it was swine flu,
Mayor Michael Bloomberg said.
About lOOstudentsatSt. Francis
Preparatory School complained
of flu-like symptoms; further
tests will determine how many of
those cases are swine flu.
Bloomberg stressed that the
New York cases were mild and
many are recovering, but said
that parents of the students also
had flu symptoms, "suggesting it
is spreading person to person."
lie said that the virus likely
came from Mexico, although
that has not officially been determined.
"We do know that some of

the students from the school
had a spring break in Mexico,"
Bloomberg said, surrounded by
top city officials and members of
Congress. "It is most likely to be
brought back from Mexico, but
nobody knows."
Federal health officials said
yesterday that 20 swine flu cases
have been reported so far in New
York, Ohio, Kansas, Texas and
California. Patients have ranged
in age from 9 to over 50. At least
two were hospitalized. All recovered or are recovering.
In Mexico, health officialssaya
strain of swine flu has killed up to
86 people and sickened 1,400.
New York officials said the flu
strain discovered in the patients
here is similar to the one in
Mexico, but not as severe at this
point. They are still conducting
tests to investigate the strain in
New York.
St. Francis is the largest private Catholic high school in the
nation, with 2,700 students. The
school canceled classes today
and tomorrow in response to the
outbreak.
Parent lackie Casola said yesterday that her son Robert Arifo,
a St. Francis sophomore, told her
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NEW YORK: A student Irom St. Francis Prep arrives with his laiher only to find that a
regents review class has been canceled yesterday in the Queens borough of New York. New
York City was dealing with a growing public health threat Sunday after tests confirmed that
eight students at the private Catholic high school had contracted swine flu Some of the
school's students had visited Mexico on a spring break trip two weeks ago.

on Thursday that a number of
children had been sent home
because of illness. On Friday,
he said hardly anyone was in
school.
Casola said she expected to
keep him home from school
today, even if it was open. He
hasn't shown any symptoms, but
some of his friends have, she said,
and she has been extra vigilant
about his health.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

"I must have drove him crazy,
I kept taking his temperature in
the middle of the night," she said.
In New York, state infectiousdiseases, epidemiology and
disaster preparedness workers
have been dispatched to monitor
and respond to possible flu cases.
Gov. David Paterson said 1,500
treatmentcoursesoftheantivir.il
Tamiflu had been sent to New
York City.
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Mexico City streets empty as swine flu toll climbs
By David Koop
The Associated Press
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MEXICO: Residents wearing face masks
stand outside the Metropolitan Cathedral in
Menko City. Sunday. Churches stood empty
yesterday morning in heavily Catholic Mexico
City after services were canceled due to a
new strain of swine flu.

MEX1COCITY—Churchesstood
empty yesterday in predominantly Roman Catholic Mexico
City after services were canceled,
and health workers screened airports and bus stations for people sickened by a new strain of
swine flu that experts fear could
become a global epidemic.
Mayor Marcelo Ebrard said
two more people died of swine
flu overnight in the overcrowded
capital, and three other deaths
are suspected to have been
caused by the strain. Another 73
more people were hospitalized
with influenza, possibly swine
flu.
President Felipe Calderon has
assumed new powers to isolate
people infected with the deadly swine flu strain that health
officials say has killed up to 86
people and likely sickened about

1,400 in the country since April
13.
Six million masks have been
handed out by soldiers, Calderon
said, urging Mexicans to use in
public and take other precautions, such as avoiding traditional greetings with a handshake
and a kiss on the cheek. If you
have flu symptons "and you don't
go the doctor right away, it could
have grave consequences," the
president said.
Calderon also pledged to continuously updatethepublic"with
openness and truthful information." in an attempt to defuse
public anger that authorities did
not act soon enough to contain
the epidemic.
The flu has spread far beyond
Mexico's borders with 20 confirmed cases in five U.S. states
and suspected cases as far away
as New Zealand, Canada and
France. The U.S. declared a public health emergency, providing

for easier access to flu tests and
medications, and enhanced surveillance along the U.S.-Mcxico
border.
In Mexico, soldiers and health
workers patrolled the capital's
subway system, looking for
possible flu cases. People were
advised to seek medical attention if they suffered from symptoms including a fever of more
than 100 degrees, body aches,
coughing, a sore throat, respiratory congestion and. in some
cases, vomiting and diarrhea.
Markets and restaurants were
nearly empty and all schoolrelated activities were suspended in the capital and the states

PRIZESUDOKU™
of Mexico and San Luis Potosi
until May (i. Hundreds of public
events from concerts to sports
matches to were called off to
keep people from congregating and spreading the virus in
crowds. Zoos were closed and
visits to juvenile correction centers were suspended.
About a dozen federal
police in blue surgical masks
stood in front of Mexico City's
Metropolitan Cathedral, which
was nearly empty after a measure canceling services to avoid
large concentrations of people.
Mass was delivered over television and radio, with a sermon
urging all faithful to pray for

divine intervention against the
epidemic.
lohana Chavez. 22. said she
showed up for her confirmation
only to find a sign advising that
all Masses, baptisms and confirmations were canceled until
further notice.
"We are all Catholic so this is
a big step, closing the cathedral,"
she said, cradling a squirming
infant in her arms. "The flu must
be bad. 1 guess I'll have to come
back later."
Mexico City Health Secretary
Armando Ahued said most of

the fatalities involve victims who
only sought medical help after
the disease was well advanced.
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Swine flu fears prompt quarantine plans, pork bans

I See store tor details. * In lieu of other otters.
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* LIFETIME WARRANTED *
The Associated Press

GENEVA — Canada became the
third country to confirm human
cases of swine flu yesterday as
global health officials considered
whether to raise the global pandemic alert level.
Nations from New Zealand to
Spain also reported suspected
cases and some warned citizens
against travel to North America
while others planned quarantines, tightened rules on pork
imports and tested airline passengers for fevers.
Nova Scotia's chief public
health officer, Dr. Robert Strang,
said the cast coast Canadian
province had confirmed four
"very mild" cases of swine flu in
students ranging in age from 12
to 17 or 18. All are recovering, he
said,
"It was acquired in Mexico,
brought home and spread,"
Strang said.
The western province of British
Columbia confirmed two further
cases.
The news follows the World
Health Organization's decision
Saturday to declare the outbreak
first detected in Mexico and the
United States a "public health
emergency of international concern."
A senior World Health
Organization official said the
agency's emergency committee
will meet for a second time tomorrow to examine the extent to
which the virus has spread before
deciding whether to increase the
pandemic alert beyond phase 3.
The same strain of the A/H1N1
swine flu virus has been detected
in several locations in Mexico
and the United States, and it
appears to be spreading directly
from human to human, said Keiji
Fukuda. WHO's assistant director-general in charge of health
security.
Mexico's health minister says
the disease ^as killed up to 86
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By Frank Jordani
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We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust • General Maintenance
Heating & Cooling • Lube/OII/Fllter ■ Shocks a Struts

Starting a Charging • And Much Morel
Brake & Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE/
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JAPAN: Quarantine officers monitor travelers with a thermographic device at an arrival gate
at Narita International Airport in Narita. Japan, east of Tokyo yesterday. Asian health authonties were on alert, with some checking passengers and pork products from Mexico, as the
World Health Organization declared the deadly swine flu outbreak a public health emergency
of'pandemic potential"

people and likely sickened up to
1,400 since April 13. U.S. officials
say the virus has been found
in New York, California, Texas,
Kansas and Ohio, but so far no
fatalities have been reported.
Governments including China,
Russia and Taiwan began planning to put anyone with symptoms of the deadly virus under
quarantine
Others were increasing their
screening of pigs and pork
imports from the Americas or
banning them outright despite
health officials' reassurances
that it was safe to eat thoroughly
cooked pork.
Some nations issued travel
warnings for Mexico and the
United States.
WHO's emergency committee
is still trying to determine exactly
how the virus has spread, Fukuda
said
"Right now we have cases
occurring in a couple of different
countries and in multiple locations," he said. "But we also know
that in the modern worid that
cases can simply move around
from single locations and not
really become established."
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SIDELINES

Falcon
tennis falls
in first round

of MAC
Tournament
By Morgan Carlson
Reporter

TRACK
Falcons score
several high finishes
at Hillsdale
The B6 track team had
11 top-20 finishes at the
unscored Hillsdale Invitational
in Hillsdale. Mich., this past
weekend. Jamie Roflow
(above) was the top finisher
for the Falcons with seventh
place in the 1500 meter
run. A full story will run in
tomorrow's edition of The BG
CHRISriNAMCGINNIS

News.
SMOOTH LANDING: Ray Hurson lands on (be ground after making an acrobatic calch during the second quaner of Saturday's Spring Game

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
continued coverage of your
favorite Falcon sports teams.
Visit the blog today for a
video of football's Spring
Game as well as coverage of
last weekend's baseball and

Leaping ahead
Hutson uses acrobatic moves to help offense in win

softball games. And don't
forget, we won't go away over
the summer.
www.bgnewssports.cofn

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1992-TheMets trade
David Cone to the Blue Jays
for Jeff Kent.
1961—The NFL officially
recognizes the NFL Hall of
Fame in Canton.
1956—Undefeated heavy-

By Andrew Harnai
Sports Editor

"He's getting more aggressive, going
after the ball a little bit. With Ray's size

For someone who was having problems catching the ball
and speed and jumping ability, he needs
all through spring camp, Ray
Hutson seemed to have hands
to be a guy who can go up and get it."
like glue in last Saturday's
Tyler Sheehan | Quarterback
Spring Game.
Hutson, a redshirt sophomore receh er, taught four halls today he was on," Clawson said. he needs to be a guy who can
for 65 yards and two touch- "He caught everything thrown go up and get it."
And I lutson showed he was not
downs in the Orange's (i6-47 his way."
Senior starting quarterback afraid to "go up and get it" during
victory over the White (Orange
was offense and White was Tyler Sheehan also said he was the game. With a 6'2" frame, he
defense), and that was enough impressed by what he saw from stands, along with senior Freddie
Barnes, as the second tallest
for coach Dave Clawson to take Hutson.
"He's getting more aggressive, receiver on the team behind the
note.
"Ray has heen. throughout going after the ball a little bit," 6'3" DeMark Jenkins, and he
spring, one of the more incon- Sheehan said. "With Ray's size used all 74 inches to make some
sistent guys catching it, and and speed and jumping ability. acrobatic catches Saturday.

AT BGNEWSSPORTS.COM: Visn
The BG News iports Blog for a video

<

highlight from last Saturday's Spnng

After the offense was held
to three-and-outs on their first
five possessions, the second
team finally got the ball moving during the sixth drive of
the game.

The BG women's tennis
Mid-American
Conference
Championships came to a quick
end for the No. 4 Falcons when
they lost to No. 5 Toledo in the
first round last Friday, despite
being the hosts of the four day
tournament.
Senior Stefanie Menoff said
the team was happy to not have
to travel and was excited to host
the other MAC schools.
"The team was very proud to be
hosting the MAC Championship
this year, especially because of
our new outdoor tennis facility," Menoff said, "it was nice to
have all of the teams at our home
courts."
Senior Kelsey Jakupcin said
losing to III was disappointingbut both teams put in their best
efforts.
"Both teams were faced with
many challenging obstacles on
Friday (the wind, court situations, sun, etc.), and Toledo was
able to overcome them better
and be the better team that day,"
lakupcin said.
Last Thursday, the first match
of the Championships put No. 8
Northern Illinois against No. 9
Ball State. NIU rallied from a 30 score, posting a final 4-3 and
giving them a spot in Friday's
quarterfinal round.
The next day, BG was downed
4-0 by Toledo in the quarterfinals. The afternoon matches
were moved indoors to the
Perrysburg Ten nis Center due to
high wind.
NIU faced No. 1 Miami
University, losing 4-0. Western
Michigan downed Akron 4-0,
and Buffalo defeated Eastern
Michigan 4-0.
Saturday, the entire tournament was moved indoors to
the PTC because of more high
winds.
See TENNIS | Page 7

See HUTSON | Page 7

weight champion Rocky
Marciano retires.

Kent State and Buffalo
split with BG over weekend

The List
Every year there are some
questionable first round picks
in the NFL Draft and 2009

By Chris Rambo
and Paul Barnay
Reporters

was no exception. Today, we
give the run down of our top
five worst picks of the 2009
NFL Draft
1. Oakland: The Raiders
stuck to their typical losing
ways by drafting a receiver,
Darrius Heyward-Bey. solely
based on his 40 time instead
of taking their best need.

2. San Diego: With the
USC linebacking crew still
available, the Chargers opted
to take Larry English from
Northern Illinois

3. Cleveland: The

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINA MCGINNS , 1HEBGNEWS
DINGERS: Derek Spencer. Ryan Shay and T.J. Blanton (left to right) fired up the bats last weekend for 11 of BG's 17 home runs.

Falcons provide plenty of offense
in weekend games against Miami

Browns created all sorts of
excitement by trading down
twice to pick up late round
picks; then they picked center
Alex Hall, ignoring their biggest needs.

4. Tampa Bay: The
Buccaneers traded up to No.
17 in order to select Josh
Freeman from Kansas State,
but Tampa should have
focused on a more pressing
need with their first pick.

5. Detroit: The Lions
can't stop anyone on defense
so they drafted a quarterback.
Matt Stafford, at No. 1 overall. Aaron Curry would have
been a nice choice for the
team.

By Chris Sojka
and Saan Shapiro
Reporters

it's gonna go."

Friday: BG 18, MU 15

Starting pitchers Brennan
With the wind blowing out to Smith and Matt Frwood came in
straight away center field at up the game one and two in the Midto 30 mph last weekend at Steller American Conference in ERA (2.50,
Field, coach Danny Schmitz knew 3-38).
the fans appreciated all the home
What realistically should have
been a pitcher's duel between
runs flying out of the ball park.
But he admitted it is not too the top two pitchers in the MAC
much fun for the coaches and ntrned into a home run derby for
especially the pitchers.
both ball clubs.
The Falcons and Miami comSmith and lirwood both saw
bined for 26 home runs last week- balls Hying out of Steller Field and
end 117 by BG and nine by MU) their ERAs going up with the wind
as the Falcons took the first two blowing straight out to center field.
It did not take king for the balls
games of the series by scores of
18-15, 15-10 and dropped the last to begin flying out of the park
as leadoff hitter for MU, Adam
14-12.
"I can't say [playing baseball in liaton, took Smith's second pitch
weather like thisl is fun, but both of the game deep to right field for
teams have to play in it," Schmitz a home run.
After the top of the first inning,
said. "Wrfc really expressed to our
pitchers to keep the ball down, but where BG fielders had some troueven if you miss up in the zone a ble with two pop ups, MU took an
little bit and they get it up in the air, eanV 4-0 lead.

The Redllawks then proceeded
to soon four more runs in the second and tluee more in the third,
and liefore the Falcons knew it,
they were down 11-1.
Itight after some of the BG faithful left Steller Field thinking there
was no chance for a comeback, the
lalcons refused to give up, exploding for 10 ntns on 10 hits in the
bottom of the fourth inning.
Ryan Shay, who had three home
ntns in the game, drove in three of
the I. iK i ins 10 runs in the inning.
BG cut the deficit in half in the
bottom of the fifth inning when
Derek Spencer hit his second
home run of the game, and Logan
Mcisler hit a game-winning threerun home nin to left field, for a
historic come-from-behind victory after being down at one point
14-2.
"I'm getting too old for this stuff,"
See OFFENSE | Page 7

The BG softball team entered
last weekend's four-game
home stand lodged in a fourway tie for the final spot in the
Mid-American
Conference
Tournament.
For the Falcons to have a
post-season, a strong showing against Buffalo and Kent
State last weekend was essential.
While the Falcons certainly
didn't seize control of their fate,
they didn't exactly torpedo their
chances either, coming away
with a .500 record after splitting a double-header with the
Bulls Friday and doing the same
with the Golden Flashes in a
two-game series Saturday and
yesterday.
Friday, Game 1:BG 7, Buffalo
1

Game one against Buffalo was
barely two innings old when
the Falcons received a moder-

ETHANMAGOC I THE BG NEWS
GOODBYE: The falcons held a ceremony
for Hayley Wiemer, their only senior, before
the game.

ate scare. With one out in the
top of the third and runners on
second and third, ace pitcher
Hayley Wiemer was struck in
the pitching arm on a line drive
See SOFTBALL | Page 7

Women's golf team has tough
time at MAC Championships
By John Lopez
Reporter

The Falcon women's golf
team finished a disappointing last place this weekend at
the Mid-American Conference
Championship at Longaberger
Golf Club, in Nashport, Ohio.
The event, won by Kent State, saw
nine teams complete 72 holes in
three days, i

Following Kent State (1217)
was Eastern Michigan (1256)
and a tie for third between
Akron and Western Michigan
University (1297). Rounding
out the field were Toledo, Ball
State, Ohio University, Northern
Illinois and the Falcons.
For coach Stephanie Young,
See GOLF | Page 7
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OFFENSE
From
Schmitz joked after the game.
"That's probably the biggest comeback we've ever had since I've
been here 19 years."
Saturday: BG15, MU10
Saturday the home run derby
continued as BG slugged out a
15-10 victory in game two of the
series.
BG scored in .ill but two innings
as T.I. Blanton led the Falcons
going 4-for-5, hitting two home
runs leading to his four runs batted in.
"It's a good day to be a hitter,
you know with the wind blowing
out," Blanton said. "I just came
out relaxed and swung the Iwt a
lot better (than yesterday]."
The big inning for BG was the
third as they scored five of their 15
runs and took the lead for good
During the inning, BG got runs
from a two-run double by Ryan

SOFTBALL

Schlater to left field, and two tetters later, Blanton hit a homer to
deep left field.
On the strength of three pitchers, BG was able to weather the
offensive storm by Miami and
hold for the victory. Starring
pitcher Matt Malewitz went five
innings striking out three, while
relievers Dusty Hawk and Charles
Woolen only allowed three runs
over the final four innings to preserve the win.
In particular, Schmitz was
impressed with the pitching of
Hawk who had four strikeouts
during limited work.
"Dusty Hawk did a great job
in two and two-thirds innings,"
Schmitz said.
Miami used seven pitchers
in the contest, while RedHawk
coach Dan Simonds was ejected
in the bottom of the sixth after
arguing a close call at third base.
Sunday: MU14.BG 12
Offense was the main attraction yesterday as well as Miami
Friday. Game 2: Buffalo 2,
BG1

From Page 6

Wiemer was back in l he circle
back up the middle. A Buffalo for game two, as the Falcons
runner crossed the plate, while went for the sweep.
In the first inning, it appeared
Wiemer stood on the mound
the Falcon bats would pick right
grimacing in pain.
After a few tense moments up where they left off in game
of uncertainty, it was deter- one, drawing first blood quickly
mined Wiemer would stay in when Melissa West singled and
scored on a throwing error to
the game.
Perhaps refocused by her make it 1-0.
The offense, however, would
close call, Wiemer proceeded
to retire the next two hitters, struggle mightily thereafter, as
limiting the damage to a sin- Bulls pitcher Diaz turned in a
gle run. After holding Buffalo sterling performance, allowscoreless in the top of the ing only one more hit—also to
fourth, Wiemer got the Falcon West—for the remainder of the
offense going with an opposite- afternoon. For her part, Wiemer
Field single in the bottom of the fought valiantly.
Although lacking the comframe.
Following a Susan Sontag mand she enjoyed in the opensingle and a passed ball, er, Wiemer kept the Bulls off the
Haleigh Bielstein doubled to scoreboard through the first
the gap in left-center field, four innings, working out of
plating two runs and giving tight jams in both the third and
the Falcons a 2-1 lead. After fourth. It was in the fifth where
the Falcons added an addi- she would finally crack howtional two runs, the Bulls ever, yielding two runs thanks
mounted a threat in the sixth, to an RBI single by Kristen
placing runners on first and Gallipani and a throwing error
by Bielstein, giving the Bulls a
second with one out.
But Wiemer would squirm 2-1 lead.
It would be all the UB offense
free, striking out Terese Diaz
and getting Sharon Barr to fly needed as Diaz seemed to grow
more dominant as the afterout to right.
With that obstacle cleared, noon wore on. Over the final
Wiemer strode to the plate in two innings, the Falcons would
the bottom of the inning and fail to reach base while striking
removed all doubt concerning out three times. Wiemer, who
the game's outcome, belting was yet again the victim of poor
a towering three-run homer run support, saw her record
through the flagpole-bend- drop to 8-19.
ing breeze to give the Falcons
a comfortable 7-1 lead, which Saturday: BG 8, Kent State 0
The Golden Flashes entered
they would not relinquish as
the lone senior, Wiemer, earned the game with a 13-2 record in
her eighth victory of the season. the MAC, but the Falcons were

TENNIS
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won game three 14-12. However,
Schmitz felt it was the pitching
that doomed his team.
"It's been our Achilles heel the
whole year," Schmitz said. "It
showed up again today. I can't
fault the kids, thev played hard."
With BG leading 12-11, Miami
regained the lead in the top of the
ninth with a two-run double to
center field. They then added an
insurance run on a sacrifice fly to
center field.
In the bottom half of the inning,
IX'iinis Vaughn hit a two-out single and Blanton followed with the
same bringing up BG's best hitter,
Shay.
Unfortunately for the Falcons.
Shay grounded out to short after
a long fly landed just foul a pitch
earlier.
Both teams traded runs early
and it seemed Miami would run
away with the game after putting seven runs up in the top of
the seventh inning, but in the
bottom half of the inning, BG
regained their lead 12-11 thanks

to six runs.
While three of the seventh
inning runs were unearned, the
highlight of the rally was Shay's
ninth home run of the season.
Shay's home run contributed to
the game total of six and helped
the weekend series for home ruas
reach 26, something that could
lie greatly attributed to the strong
wind blowing towards center
field.
Saturday winds reached up
to 30 mph; while they remained
much more tame yesterday only
clocking in at 22 mph.
Despite the offensive fireworks,
Miami was able to limit BG to
zero runs over the final three
innings improving their season
record to 21-18 (11-7 MAC) this
season.
Miami used five pitchers in the
contest and lamaal Hollis picked
up the win, improving his record
to 3-0 on the season.
BG's Marty Baud picked up the
loss while the team dropped to
20-17 (10-7 MAC).

not impressed, winning 8-0 in
six innings.
Wiemer started in the circle
for BG, and already had four
strikeouts through the first two
innings.
The Falcon bats got going in
the second, when West's RBI
single to left gave them a 1 -0 lead.
Fourmorestrikeouts for Wiemer
through the third, fourth and
fifth innings gave way to the BG
offense in the fifth.
With a wild pitch already
accounting for a run, Zada Lines
capped off the inning with a tworun double to the gap in right
center. After a scoreless KSU
sixth and another two strikeouts
for Wiemer, BG was up 4-0.
The bats were at it again in
the sixth when Karmen Coffey
roped an RBI single to center
with two runners on. An error
on the center fielder put Coffey
on third, with another running
crossing the plate.
Shortly after, Wiemer put BG
up 7-0 with an RBI double to
center. Two batters later, Lines
finished the game with an RBI
single up the middle.
With the win, Wiemer moved
to 9-20 on the season, matching
her career high with 10 strikeouts. The win was Wiemer's 51st
of her career, tying her for third
in theall-timellniversity record
books with Lisa Mountjoy.
The victory also marked
coach Shannon Salsburg's first
victoryagainst herformerteam
on the Falcons home field.
"Today was a great team victory," Salsburg said. "Every day
that we play we are fighting
for our MAC Tournament berth.
Today we got better and one
step closer to that."

Sunday: Kent State 4. BG 3
(8 innings)
The second game provided
all the thrills expected from
a MAC East showdown, but it
was the Flashes who squeezed
out the 4-3 victory in eight
innings.
The game marked senior day
for Wiemer, who once again
started in the circle for the
Falcons.
The Flashes got on the board
first, when a triple and an error
setting up a two-run single.
KSU then added a run in the
fourth, giving them a 3-0 lead.
BG finally got on the board
in their half of the fourth, when
Wiemer cranked a two-run
home run to right center, her
eighth of the season.
Wiemer kepi the game close
as she silenced the KSU bats
over the next three innings.
Down 3-2 in the bottom of the
seventh, BG sent the game into
extra innings after the KSII's
Kylie Reynolds threw a wild
pitch with the bases loaded,
allowing for Bielstein to score
the tying run from third.
Tied at three in the eighth,
two Falcon errors opened the
door for KSU, leading to the
go-ahead run. A one-two-three
bottom of the eighth for BG
gave the Flashes the win.
"They are a scrappy team,
and l hey found ways to score,"
Salsburg said. "It's a good team
to get a win on and almost get
that second game."
The Falcons (11-27,6-12 MAO
will take a break from MAC play
this Wednesday, when ihey
host Wright State for a doubleheader starting at 3 p.m.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

SCORE: Ray Hutson runs into the end zone (or one of his two touchdowns during Saturday s
Spring Game

On the third to last drive in
the firsi half, Hutson found
himself wide open on the right
From Page 6
sideline at the end /.one, bul
The drive started with Hutson Beam's 38-yard pass was a bit
making an eight yard grab, but underthrown,
However, Hutson was able to
lour plays later was when he startshift his feet and spin his body
ed his first hall highlight reel.
Facing a third and four, senior around at the goal line lo reOOT
backup quarterback Andrew er the errant pas-, and give the
Beam put his faith in llutsons Orange a touchdown.
And while Hutson said he
leaping ability, firing a pass up
high where only Hutson could "was just doing his job" in the
grab it. And he did, jumping game, he is slill hopeful he
against a defender to haul il in caught the coaches' eyes with
his play.
for a first down.
"Hopefully il does," Hutson
I he duo tried ,i similat pla\
on first and 10. but Beam's pass said. "I'm going to work hard in
flew too high.
the summer, and I'm going to
However, the pair wasn't dis- challenge everybody that's in
couraged.
front of me."

HUTSON

GOLF
From Page 6
it was tough to hide the disappointment of the last place finish.
"The fall season starts tomorrow. We need to continue to work
and gel better," Young said. "We
have three new girls next year,
and we are returning our entire
team as well. Bul clearly we are
disappointed with the finish to
the season."
Not one to make excuses,
Young shrugged of the injury to
sophomore Megan Bader, who
had to withdraw after 36 holes
due lo an injured back.
"After playing 36 holes on a long
hilly course on Friday, Megan's
back was not able to hold up for
the rest of the weekend, but she is
only a sophomore and she will be
back next season," Young said.
Dwelling on the positives.
Young pointed out junior
Megan Gormley was able to
post an impressive 78 on the
final day of compelilion, scoring a round and event low for
the Falcons. Gormlcv finished

"... But clearly we are
disappointed with
the finish to
the season."
Stephame Younq | Coach
the championship with a +54
(3421, assuring I hat the Falcons
were able to lower their team
score each round of the tournament.
"The girls gained a lot of experience" Young said. "Lauren
IGlew'l and Gormley had
some good rounds, especially
Gormley. She was able to break
80, which was good."
There are only so many positives a person can lake out of
a last place finish and Young
made sure her team fell somewhat accountable.
"We are a no excuses kind of
learn, and we did not gel il done,"
Young said.
The Falcons will take the
summer off before returning to
action at the end of August when
the fall season begins.

ENHANCED SELF STORAGE

From Page 6
During the semifinal round,
Miami made quick work of UT,
beating them 5-0 and marking Miami's 11th straight win.
Usually, matches are cut off
after a score of 4-0 is reached,
but two individual matches
finished simultaneously, warranting the unconventional
score.
UT finished their season 1410.
The WMU-UB match of
the semifinals lasted from 2
p.m. to 7:06 p.m., with a final
score in favor of WMU, 4-3. UB
ended their season with a 14-6
record.
Yesterday, Miami and WMU
faced off for the MAC title. Once
again, the match was moved
into the PTC due to high winds.
Miami came out on top with a
score of 4-0, and they will go on
to represent the league in the
NCAA Championships.

Is there a story in the
BGNews that you
want to voice your
opinion on?

Sign up for a
group blog or
community site
today.
visit us and give us your input ■*■

BGVtews
SHAMROCK
VILLAGE
Condominiums
Storage & Studios

• Near Campus
• Low Rates

• Accessable 24 hrs
• 1724 E. Wooster
Near Bob Evans

$8 - $14+ an hour!

Summer
Storage!

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

www.homecltylce.com

Call Today lo Reserve a Unit:

NO EXPEBIFNCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

(419)354-0070

BRING IN THIS AD AND fAVEi
$ 99.°° Deposit/Person
IENT SPECIAL
I mtiisn mm If—■
1 Mrttms Urn $735"——"
PLUS RECEIVE

1616 E. WOOSTER
419.352.7200

FREE INTER MET ACCESS

GREENBRIAR, INC. i

(419)352-0717

www.shamrockbg.com

843 Sixth St.
801 Fifth St.

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

803 Fifth St.

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

i Affordable two bedroom
apartments starting at $435.00
per month

BGSU FOOTBALL
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'HE BG NEWS

BIG DAY: Redshirt freshman running bad Steven Dunlap had a banner day. gaining 106
yards, including this 25-yard touchdowr

Midnight Specials
At Frisch's Big Boy i
After Midnight, the deals really heat up!
Everyday MIDNIGHT to 7A.M.
990 Mini Hot Fudge Cake!

ETHAN MAGOC I THE BG NEWS

GOTCHA: Roger Williams tackles senior receiver Tyrone Pionty. Pronly had two catches for
15 yards in the Spring Game while Williams recorded two tackles.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I IHEBGNEWS

HOT BACK UP: Third string quarterback Aaron Pankratz found a rhythm during the Spring
Game throwing a pair of touchdowns including a 55-yard strike to Chris Scheldt.

Dine-In or Carry-Out.

Everyday MIDNIGHT to 7A.M.
Add a 50e Coffee to any
full-price dessert!
Dine-In or Carry-Out

Everyday MIDNIGHT to 7A.M.
Make Any Sandwich A Combo +$1.80!
Dine-In Only. Combo = sandwich + fry + soft drink.
No substitutions please.

Sunday thru Thursday
MIDNIGHT to 11A.M.
Dine-In or Carry-Out.

$4.99 Big Boy Breakfast
2 eggs, 2 buttermilk pancakes,
2 strips bacon, 1 sausage patty,
hashbrowns & choice of toast.
s.3.99 Big Boy Breakfast Bowl
Spicy Spuds topped with 2 eggs, sausage,
cheddar cheese, country gravy, choice of toast.

Almost as precious...
but more realistic is our

*2.99 Little Boy Breakfast

1 ctftf, 1 piece bacon, 1 sausage link,
small hashbrowns, I pancake & 1 slice of toast.

FREE HI6H-SPEED INTERNET

»1.99 Mini Breakfast

FREE PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE

1 egg, 2 pieces bacon or 2 sausage links,
choice of toust & coffee.

FREE GAS (HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING)

Midnight Specials available BG Wooster St. location only.
No Substitutions please. Due to reduced pricing. Breakfast Specials
are not caliil on Holiday or icith other discounts or offers
such as Breakfast Club Card or Golden Buckeye.

Whaf* Your
Favorite Thing?

1540 E. Wooster St.
ML/tflfr Bowling Green, OH
Big Boy

Check out our newly remodeled kitchens
with dishwashers & microwaves.

WINTHROPTERRACE «S
SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Rnad I 419
.. '
. 11'Prtlenich com
wwww.winthropterrace.com

h

ETHAN MAGOC I THE BG NEWS

BEAMER: Backup quarterback Andrew Beam had one touchdown and 160 passing yards

I

4* "*

ft
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GROUNDBREAKING

THE FUTURE OF THE ARTS: Tip Cartwriojits. R>beaus and Wolfe

construction

Monday. Apiil 27.2009 9

itect Craig Dykers of the Snohetta afchitectun- firm speaks about the Wolfe Centei

ALMA MATER: Members of the Board of Trustees. Dean Richard Kennell from the College of
MusKal Arts and Art Director Katerma Ray sing the Alma Mater in the closnuj
if* groundbreaking.

GROUND BUILDING: Students unearth pieces of the Wolfe Center model to be placed on a
dtsplay to represent the groundbreaking

ART: Life-sized human plaster casts are placed near a sidewalk to be used in the closing of the groundbreaking ceremonies

MUSIC AND THEATER: lako drummers perform with dancers rnjm the departm*
PHOTOS BY ENOCH WU

hen You Move Out
't Throw It Out!
Don't miss your chance
to give back!
You'll be helping others
and yourself!

Students, Staff, and Faculty:
It's that shirt you never wear anymore, the pants that
don't fit. all those cans of soup and extra boxes of
mac-n-cheese, or the fan you don't have room to store.
Chances are. if you have extra stuff, you can donate it
to "When You Move Out Don't Throw It Out" where it
will benefit B.G. area shelters, food pantries, families,
and organizations in need!

What can be donated?
• All clothing & shoes, in or out of fashion
(including very worn athletic shoes)
• Non-perishable food
(snacks, cereal, peanut butter, ramen noodles, etc)
• Clean bedding/towels/pillows/blankets
• Books of any kind
• Paper & school supplies of any kind
• Personal items-used and open are OK!
(ex: laundry detergent, soap, fans, games,
sports equipment, dishes/glassware, toys, etc.)
• Furniture that is clean and in good shape
• Basically, ANYTHING you're willing to part with!

Now until the residence halls close!
Look for the donation boxes in your residence hall lobby,
Greek Houses, Convenience stores, and the Union.
CONTACT: nickjh@bgsu.edu • 372-9949
SPONSORED BY:
Center for Environmental Programs, Residence Life,
University Bookstore, Facility Services, BGSU Recycling

i
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Raising awareness
by'abduction'
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The Daily Crossword Fix DAfOR
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I _ Paulo. Brazil
2 Defensive hockey great
3 Circle of flowers
4 Tiny power unit
5 Recidivism
6 Old Madrid money
7 Diamond arbiters
8 Govt. med. research agcy.
9 More penurious
10 Ore of lead
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12
13
18
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23
24
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28
29
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31
35
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'INVISIBLE CHILDREN:'
Saturday to raise dvrarenes!'

now in front ol the Free Stamp m dovmtown Cleveland. Participants "abducted" themselves

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
25
26
27
32
33
34
36
37
39
40
41
42

Energy-saving panel
Bits of wordplay
Stare
Mountain ridge
Send out
Locality
1983 W.S. winners and losers
Stable mothers
Item in an etui
Mach+ plane
Cavity
Alaska's first governor
1987 W.S. winners and losers
Macabre
Matures
Consume
Volcano near Manila
Title holder
Icicle hangout
RR stop
Raced
Fiery felony

43
47
48
49
50
53
55
60
61
62
63
64
65
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Orange cover
Abate
Lindros of hockey
Tilts
Editor's marks
Perspinng
Albanian capital
Outskirts
Zilch
Ayn and Sally
Car deals for non-buyers
Relishes a taste
Uptight
Short musical production
Sob

1977 W.S. winners and losers
Org. for non-workers?
Parseghian of football
Compass pt.
Dress size
Pedro's pal
1989 W.S. winners and losers |
Indy-winner Luyendyk
Lug
Basketry willow
Tear apart
Indigo dye
Getz and Lee
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Work unit
Ray in the sea
Slow passages
Caught red handed
Lady in distress
Genesis: abbr
Carson's predecessor!
Raison d'_
Reedy
Play opener
Brewer's kiln
Charged particle
Actress Long
Sawbuck
Soon-to-be grads
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ABDUCTED:

.:n red Xs to represent child soldiers m Uganda.
AK-47: A Rescue participant shows off the
official "AK-47* t-shirt for the event

Classified Ads • 419-572-6977
TTw B(» News will n« knowingly ncctpt jdraiBemenis that discriminate, or encourage discrimination again*) an> individual or group
on (he baiis of race, sn, coin*, creed, relipon,
luiKiiul iin^jn. VIUJI ortenlalion. disability,
status as a vrteran. or on the basis of any other
JBtJaffrj [irtitnli.t-l.illl'.

Campus Events
New BGSU football helmet cakes &
Frieda Falcon eggs. Call
419-308-8542 to order tor graduation
or e-mail Tobtservice@cs com

Offering hair services for donations!
All proceeds to AC S Relay for Lite
Bliss Salon -110 Wooster St. BG
Call 419-352-2299 tor an appt.
Southside Storage. 993 S. Main St,
has units available for summer!
Call 419-353-8206
WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS
SUMMER? Save money & time,
take transferable classes at
Northwest State Community College,
visit www.northweststate.edu
orcall419-267-5511.

OFFICIAL SHIRT:

Rescue wear the official "AK-47" t-shirt.

Wanted
Roommate needed to sublease room
in house w/ 4 girls. 146 S. College.
Aug 09-Aug '10 , call 419-410-7150

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Nanny wanted to care for two girls.
ages 4 & 7 in BG home. 4-5 days/wk
over the summer. Childcare exp. req.
$9-10/hr, call 419-353-5363.
SUMMER OPENINGS
Flex, sched, S14.25 base - appt,
customer sales/service, will train.
all ages 17+. interview now.
start after finals! Call 419-740-7299

For Sale

i ither in Willard Park in downtown Cleveland to raise awareness about the child soldiers involved in the

• ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL ■
2 BR apt -1026 E. Wooster.
S595/mo. avail NOW!
2 huge BR apt -1024 E Wooster,
$495/mo. avail August
1 BR apt - 920 E Wooster,
$495/mo incl. all mil. avail. Aug 09
2 - 2BR apts - 920 E. Wooster.
$695/mo, avail May 8 Aug.
Call 614-668-1116.

2BR duplex. Irg LR, Irg bath w/ W/D,
garage avail, $595/mo, avail. May,
call 419-352-8872.

" 2 and 3 BR apts/houses, 09-10 sy,
see Caiiyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 8 2 BR apts, close to campus,
avail, in May. for more info
call Gary at 419-352-5414

12 month leases starting May 2009
841 3rd - 3BR duplex. S900 ♦ util.
525 Manville - 3BR house
$700/mo + utilities,
424 S College - 3BR house
$700/mo + utilities.
818/822 2nd St-2BR.
$510/mo + gas/elec.
12 month leases starting Aug. 2009:
837 3rd St - 3BR duplex.
S885/mo -futil
322 E. Court #5 -1BR, $435 incl util,
453 S. Prospect B- 1BR,
$330/mo ♦ electric.
www.bgapartments.com
S. Smith Contracting
419-352-8917
1BR apt. close to campus,
$395/mo » electric, pet friendly.
Avail now 8 Aug, call 419-708-9981
1BR avail. Aug. 09,
443 N Enterprise, $300/mo
1BR avail Aug. 09.
112 Ridge St, $350/mo.
Efficiency apt avail.
443 N Enterprise. $250/mo.
Call 419-308-2458.

3BR house available August.
606 5th St, $850/mo tutil, excellent
condition! Call 419-308-2458.
3BR. 2 bath - house w/den, 5th St.
$750/mo, avail May,
call 419-352-8872.
426 E. Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm,
avail. Fall 2009. $475/mo, utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882
4BR. 2 bath - house, bsmt w/ W/D
hookup, Wooster St, $1050/mo,
avail May. call 419-352-8872
Apts Studio -1,28 3 BR
www.fiterentals.com
May 8 Aug. call 419-353-8206
Avail Aug. Great houses, Great locations! 1 BR -$395/mo, 3BR -$795/mo.
Also properties zoned tor
5 -$1200/mo 8 6 -$1600/mo.
Call 419-353-0326 for details
Ask about security deposit specials!
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR. each w/ priv. bath 8 entrance.
Close to campus, $950/mo + elec.
Call 419-708-9981
Avail. May 1,1-2 BR house. W/D,
close to campus, $385/mo per pers.
Call 937-726-7703.
Basement Apt. Near Campus
S350/mo util incl
Call 419-352-5882
Shamrock Storage -1724 E Wooster,
Summer storage near campus avail.
Call 419-354-0070 to reserve today!
SHAMROCK STUDIOS:
Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail. Fully furnished We provide all
util, cable TV 8 high speed internet.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
wwwshamrockbg.com

2BR duplex w/ Irg LR, util w/ W/D,
8th 8 High St, $595/mo, garage avail
avail May, call 419-352-8872

2BR, 1 bath - Garden Grove Townhouses, $495/mo 12 mo lease »dep.
$545/mo school year lease + dep,
$570/mo semester lease + dep.
Pay in full - pay next lower amount!
Call 419-353-5891.

Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit St,
2---BR, A/C. garage, W/D. remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands.
Call 419-354-6036.

Very nice, large 3-4 BR, block frm
campus W/D, garage, rec room,
pet Iriendly, call 419-806-4219.

RECENTLY REMODELED

Honda Civic LX '03. excellent cond!
1 lO.OOOmi - $7,500 OBO. no accid
Must sell by 5/09. call 319-290-3212.

RESCUE:;
Uganda conflict

For Rent

1 8 2 BR apts, quiet. Sign up now for
fall, save up to $1200.
Susan- 419-841-9816, 419-345-4768

Services Offered

RAISING AWARENESS: Josh Wolny.
street team leader for Cleveland* rescue
event, addresses participants at the event.

For Rent

334 N. Main St.

•MVYWOODAPTS.*!
Bdrms./Studios
Spring Special:

i •

Reduced Rent
Near BGSU. private
palio/enlrance, extra

siorage, pels welcome
short-term leases avail.
Also, no Security

Starting at $780/month plus utilities

-OS

Deposit and 1/2 off 1st
month if vou move in
before"5/.M/09.-

419-352-76911*0?
'Re-lnctiuns Apply

V •*,%»,•♦*.'.*.

I

419-352-0717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

I

